Most planets with an atmosphere have large vortices. Here we present observations of Saturn's south polar vortex (SPV) showing that it has a combination of properties different from other large vortices.
Our data are from observations over three hours by Cassini on 11 October 2006. A falsecolor image of cloud heights (Fig. 1, upper panel) shows a dark, red central eye indicating a nearly cloud-free upper atmosphere above lower, tropospheric clouds. The blue-green ring outside the eye indicates high clouds and haze, which is consistent with uplifted air. The eye has two concentric boundaries.
The eyewall clouds cast shadows that follow the sun in a counterclockwise direction as the planet turned. From the shadow lengths, we estimate that the outer wall is 40±20 km high and that the inner wall is 70±30 km high, about twice the pressure scale height of Saturn's atmosphere. The eyewall clouds seem to extend up to the tropopause, which is at the ∼100 mbar level (1).
We tracked the motion of individual cloud features (2). The peak zonal velocityū was (5) . An image at 889 nm, where methane gas is a strong absorber, is projected onto the blue plane. An image at 727 nm, where methane is a moderate absorber, is projected onto the green plane. An image at 750 nm, where the gases of Saturn's atmosphere are transparent, is projected onto the red plane. The images have been map projected using polar stereographic projection with planetocentric latitudes. In the original images the sun was 15
• above the horizon at the pole, and attenuation by a factor of e (2.71...) occurs at the 80 mbar and 300 mbar levels for light at 889 nm and 727 nm, respectively. Clouds below 300 mbars appear red, and high thin clouds appear blue or green (see also modeling results in (6)). The eyewalls can be seen in all three color planes, and thus extend to ∼80 mbar. To reduce the effect of varying solar illumination across the image, each color plane is high-pass filtered at the spatial scale of ∼300 km, or ∼0.3
• of latitude. Lower three images: A time sequence showing how the shadows (the dark crescent-shaped areas inside the walls) follow the Sun. The first map is taken on October 11 (DOY 284), 2006 at 19 hr 42 min. The maps are labeled by the time lapsed since the first map. The white arrow shows the direction of propagation of the incident sunlight.
